electrophoresis. Five papers from a group of British authors discuss the assessment of accuracy and the use of reference methods, particularly for enzymes. Other groups consider the interrelationship between accuracy and precision, quality control of enzyme measurements, the use of the daily mean for quality control, and describe the various national quality control programmes in use in different European countries. Perhaps the most original contributions are three papers on drug interference from a Scandinavian group. A general model is presented which should help in expressing the nature of drug interference in a more intelligible way, and thereby assist in the application of the mass of information on this subject in the literature. Drug effects are classified as either in vivo interference with a metabolic process or as a direct effect in vitro on the analysis itself. These two effects are illustrated by reviews of drug interferences on urinary oestrogen and on plasma calcium determinations respectively.
As with most symposia, the topics covered include both new and old, conventional and contraversial, practical and philosophical. The book has been skilfully edited, and the summaries of the discussions of each group of papers include many useful and interesting comments, as well as the inevitable dross.
Since the transactions are presented as a book, an index would have been a useful addition, particularly in locating the wide range of topics brought up in the discussions.
The foreword notes that there are many people who consider quality control synonymous with the use of control sera only. This book should do much to dispel this view. It contains a considerable amount of new information and highlights many of the outstanding current problems in quality control. It deserves a place in every clinical chemistry laboratory. Certain subjects are best learned by solving problems. Statistics is one such subject; physical biochemistry is another. And the problems should use familiar material. Many a clinical chemist has lost interest in statistics through his teacher setting him problems about, say, variation in the pitch of screws or the yield of wheat in fields in Manitoba. His interest might easily have been sustained if he had been set problems that he could relate easily to his own science-if he had worked on problems about the variation of serum calcium levels in a healthy population or the comparative precisions of methods of measuring blood glucose.
Drs. Price and Dwek believe that all too often the student of biochemistry has his interest for physical chemistry dulled by his teacher's setting problems that have little apparent relevance to biochemistry. Problems that are ideal for students of chemistry may be anathema to the biochemist. The authors have tried to stimulate the interest of biochemistry students in physical chemistry by providing them with problems in fields that are familiar. I believe they will succeed.
Each chapter begins with a section on theory. Then follows a number of instructive worked examples and finally a group of problems for the student to solve. Answers, incidentally, are given both in c.g.s. and SI units but only c.g.s, units are used in the text.
The first three chapters deal with fairly elementary thermodynamics; the following four apply thermodynamic concepts to reactions, properties of solutions, acids and bases, and oxidation-reduction processes. Next follow two chapters on kinetics, the second being devoted to the kinetics of enzymecatalysed reactions. The final two chapters are rather short and deal with spectrophotometry and the use of isotopes in biochemistry.
The book is intended for first or second year university students. It is an elementary book. Nevertheless it should serve well the biochemist who wants to revise his physical chemistry with the minimum of effort and trauma for examination purposes. The production of the book reaches the high standards that one expects from the Oxford University Press. In writing a textbook on a rapidly advancing topic such as automation the author can treat the subject broadly and develop some general principles from which to speculate on future developments, or he can review the scientific and commercial achievements in detail. Both these approaches involve a gamble in distinguishing between the significant new advances and those which are destined for the scrap heap.
The authors of this volume have chosen the second approach, and have provided a general account of progress in automatic methods of analysis across the whole field of laboratory methods, with
